Resisting tobacco industry abuse of the legal process

In an infamous and revealing memo, an RJ Reynolds Tobacco Company lawyer crowed about how Reynolds had gotten a plaintiffs' law firm to drop several smoking-and-health lawsuits: "To paraphrase General Patton, the way we won these cases was not by spending all of Reynolds' money, but by making that other son-of-a-bitch spend all of his."1

This same calculation applies, regardless of whether the tobacco companies are using the legal process to exhaust plaintiffs and their attorneys, non-governmental organisations, media, or scientists seeking to document and publicise the dangers of tobacco use or the behaviour of the industry, local governmental bodies considering whether to adopt tobacco control measures, or state agencies attempting to execute existing tobacco control policies.8 So long as the industry can, by spending its own money, impose substantial costs upon tobacco control agents (whether in the form of money and time spent on responses or countermeasures, or of hassles and the fear of personal embarrassment), the industry can—merely by making a credible threat to do so—discourage many potential agents from taking effective actions, and others from getting involved in tobacco control at all.

The article by Aguinaga and Glantz in this issue of Tobacco Control describes a previously unreported application of the tobacco industry's use of financial muscle to enable it to disrupt and intimidate: the use of "public records" or "freedom of information" acts to force government agencies which have taken, or even contemplated, tobacco control actions to bare their internal records to the tobacco industry. While the article does not document any resultant surrenders or compromises by such agencies, it does show that government bureaucrats who take actions displeasing to the tobacco industry face a level of hassles, hostile scrutiny, and possible public ridicule of difficult-to-explain decisions that they would not face were they more compliant or located at other branches of the bureaucracy. Obviously, actions not taken (or watered down) as a result of fear of hassles or embarrassment are difficult to document, and probably impossible to quantify, in this and other tobacco control arenas.

Unfortunately, there is a fine line (at best) between appropriate use of the legal process to defend one's rights, and the abuse of the legal process to intimidate one's opponents. A genuine belief in the legal validity of one's specific claims, plus a genuine desire for the results of prevailing on them, is sufficient (though perhaps not necessary) to avoid a finding of abuse, regardless of the harm that asserting these claims imposes on others. Absent direct evidence of intent, which is rarely available, a claim must be patently frivolous for a court to find abuse.

Nonetheless, courts often have discretion in applying procedural rules (including disclosure rules)... and nobody likes a bully. Tobacco industry overreach has been well documented, and judges have commented unfavourably on tobacco industry litigation tactics.16-17 Several courts have explicitly preferred the public interest in complete and accurate information about the dangers of tobacco use over Brown and Williamson's asserted property interest in documents copied from their files by a former paralegal.12-14 Continuing disclosures about nefarious tobacco industry behaviour will doubtless make many judges even less willing to countenance questionable procedural claims where their effect will be to impede tobacco control efforts.

Another ground for optimism is based on the underlying economics of the legal abuse process. Abuse of legal process works only where the abuser can "divide and conquer" its potential opponents. As the tobacco control movement becomes larger and bolder, the balance of power is shifting: the tobacco industry may soon decide that it must conserve its legal resources for the fight for its own survival.16,17
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